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Revit's rules and parameters also allow you to teach the building design process to a team of students.
Designers love that! And due to its ability to be open ended, Revit can also be played with in whatever way
you choose. This year the Revit Architectural Design World Expo was held in Las Vegas. It was only a week,
but it was definitely a fun trip! On top of a good amount of social and networking, there were many great
presentations on Revit Architecture. Let's take a look at the highlights. My personal favorite was the Edge
Revit team. Edge's presentation was very efficient and useful for anyone, no matter what discipline they
were in. Their presentation was divided in two parts - one part for those that are new to Revit and BIM, and
the other part for experts in the field. What's New in the Revision 1.0.3.2? 1. Added support for Parapet
Elements in the AutoConnect system. 2. Improved the Quality Printing and Screen Printing parameters for
the GIS Analysis utility. 3. Fixed the "Dynamically Align Struts" problem. 4. Improved the Distance Fields
option for filtering Analysis results by concrete element type. 5. Fixed the "Silhouette to void entity"
problem. 6. Fixed a potential crash when the Autodesk Viewer was used to open the Earth Engineering
Viewer. 7. Enabled viewing of the "Geometry Quality" folder in the STEP/INSPECT folder.8. Fixed an issue
that prevented users from seeing the Extrude tool results when using the "Cut" tool with Geometric
entities.9. Fixed the potential crash when loading an Analysis. 10. Fixed an issue in which users could get a
"NullReferenceException" error when viewing an Analysis.11. Fixed an issue that prevented users from
viewing the "Radiation Field" Analysis results.12. Fixed the issues that prevented users from seeing a
selected tool after switching between 3D and 2D views when working with a Structure document.13. Fixed
an issue that caused the "Parameter Validation" dialog to look empty during model creation.14. Fixed an
issue that caused users to receive an error while trying to view the "Parameter" folder.15. Fixed an issue
that prevented users from exporting the results of a "Geometric Entity" analysis.16. Fixed an issue that
prevented users from seeing the "Mismatch" warnings as they tried to validate an Analysis.17. Updated
Autodesk Viewer 32 to version 3.0.03.18. Fixed an issue that prevented users from seeing the "Mismatch"
warning if they switched between 3D and 2D views.19. Fixed an issue that prevented users from being able
to view the "Results" folder in the STEP/INSPECT folder.20. Fixed an issue that caused an unhandled
exception when creating a complex analysis with Analysis Regions and Analysis Regions with Analysis
Regions.21. Fixed an issue that caused a path to be generated in the Structural Analysis after loading a
model that included analysis results.22. Fixed an issue that caused an unhandled exception when creating a
complex analysis with Analysis Regions and Analysis Regions with Analysis Regions.23. Fixed an issue that
caused the "Revit BIM" dialog to appear in 2D view.24. Fixed an issue that caused users to lose the auto-
indentation feature when working with Structural Analysis Documents.25. Fixed an issue that caused tool
tips to be displayed incorrectly in 3D view.26. Fixed an issue that prevented the creation of a complex
analysis with Analysis Regions and Analysis Regions with Analysis Regions.27. Fixed an issue that caused
the "Extrude" tool to display an error on analysis results that contained a hole. 28.
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As promised, here's the second demo of some of the Revit Extensions that have been recently added to the
Autodesk Subscription Center. The Revit Extensions package includes the following:Column/Beam

Reinforcements: Aligns reinforcement members automatically as beams and columns. This extension
enhances the ability of the Reinforcement and Fabrication tools in Building Information Modeling (BIM)

environments to accommodate beam and column reinforcements.Content Generator: Creates new content
by combining geometry and geometry attributes from one or more models into a single content
object.Digital Mockup: Allows design teams and site surveyors to build digital drawings for their

projects.Dynamic Line: Line Extensions that automatically adjust to curves and corners (when overlapped
with other elements) and can be labeled and annotated. This extension is no longer in the Autodesk

Subscription Center. Autodesk strongly recommends the new "Dynamic Text" extensions.Integration with
Autodesk Robot Structural Analysis 2012: Confirms and confirms details for Autodesk Robot Structural

Analysis 2012.Ribbon Integration: Allows users to define and use custom ribbon windows and toolbars in
Autodesk Revit Structure 2012 and Autodesk Revit Structure 2012 mobile.Revit Extension : Allows users to

check the integrity of custom automation within Revit from Revit Structure 2012 and Autodesk Revit
Structure 2012 mobile. In Autodesk Revit Structure 2012, this extension is called the Integrity Check and in

Autodesk Revit Structure 2012 mobile, this extension is called the Integrity Checker. The Autodesk
Subscription Center contains this extension, and it is also available as an individual purchase

fromhttp://www.autodesk.com/store/Extensions?id=13559 5ec8ef588b
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